
ChengDa Union Society: Fall Term Brainstorming Session 11-16-2012
Meeting Notes
 
Attendants: Turi Fiorito, Jonathan Solan, Madeline Mills, Rangga Aditya, Mark Portwood, Eric 
Strom, Jeroen van der Lee
 
At this meeting we have discussed previously proposed resolutions for the March debate, 
made new suggestions for resolutions and made suggestions for other activities throughout the 
semester. 
We hope that the notes of this meeting can provide the future Standing Committee with helpful 
suggestions and all of the members with food for thought on how to expand the Union. Any 
questions/suggestions/ideas can be posted on the facebook page or sent to me in private 
(Jeroen van der Lee, vdleejeroen@gmail.com)
 
Proposed Resolutions for March Debate:
- “This house does (not) believe curtailing online piracy would hamper the growth of the internet 
and free speech” (solid topic for the March debate)
 
- “This house would modify Taipei’s maritime territorial claims in accordance with international 
law” (Suggestion: change question to one regarding the clarification of ROC’s political status)
 
- “This house believe the People’s Republic of China is not ready to be a world leader” (not 
good for March debate, more suitable for smaller debate)
 
- “This house believes pirates are improving technology” (Suggestion: make it a joke and have a 
few members dressed as pirates show up to discuss the topic)
 
- “This house supports a permanent Indian Seat on the U.N. Security Council” (Not much 
feedback)
 
Suggested topics needing expansion:
- Taiwanese culture is dying - case study of the rebuilding of ShiLin Night Market, Eric Strom 
knows someone who made a documentary about the case, we can invite someone from the 
Government Tourism Branch to participate
 
- The English law regarding the murdering of swans
 
- Religion vs Science in Asia
 
- China’s political values - China vs Taiwan
 
General Discussion Points:
- Need for a fixed space for smaller debates, meetings, lectures, etc.
Suggestions:

● There is a meeting room at the I-house (I-house is under the OIC)
● Round table room at R&D department (Prof. Yang)
● Ask IMBA members for suggestions

 
- Steal crowds from lectures hosted by the different departments - If a department is hosting 
lecture, we can approach the hosts about providing a platform for the attendees for an after-
lecture discussion/beer/coffee



 
- One of our members has organized a brown-bag lunch together with one of his professors 
after one of  their lectures ended  in the middle of a discussion. The discussion will be continued 
in the second half of December with a crowd expanded from the students taking the class to 
total of twenty-five ChengDa Union members. The lunches will be paid for by the Union.
Suggestion to all members: keep your eyes open for professors who would be interested in 
having an interactive lecture/discussion/lunch with  members of the Union.


